Empowering women through enterprise
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Objectives:
To scale literacy initiatives,
to create new service providers,
entrepreneurs and basically literate
women who can take advantage of the
employment opportunities created in
the areas. The project helps us to scale
up the objective of establishing micro
enterprises and setting up BDSP and
VLSC new villages. With the help of
skills acquired by women under the
literacy program, one of the major
bottlenecks of illiteracy will vanish
thereby resulting in more and more
no’s of operating VLSC and BDSP.
Apart from this new NTFP based, skills
based income generating
opportunities can explored and could
possibly worked out with women as a
result expanding the organizations
hold in Jharkhand and a strong
presence especially in the naxalite

affected areas.

Blocks covered: 2
Villages: 50
Number of women learners:

About the Project: This project is being initiated with
the help of our funding partner Sir Dorabji Tata Trust
(SDTT) in Bundu & Khunti. The project duration is of 3
years during which 50 literacy centres for women will
be opened in Bundu & Khunti cluster. This is the first
time that Udyogini has entered in the field of women
literacy. In order to make this program successful,
along with our funding partner, we also have Nirantar
which has been engaged as a resource agency for
training and development of human resources as well
as monitoring and evaluation partner where Nirantar
will be providing us technical support in MIS building,
capacity building and monitoring. There are series of
trainings and exposures in order to make a strong
cadre of human resources necessary for smooth
functioning of this program. The program focuses on
building the women’s capacity through reading,
writing and using these skills in their day to day
operations and taking initiatives and using these skills
in their relevant context and empowering women
through it.
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